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The first chapter of this thesis is mainly the introduction of the basic definition 
and category of Personal Credit Information Institution, and in this chapter. This 
paper also analyzed and compared the differences and the relations between Public 
Credit Investigation Agencies (PICA) and Private Credit Investigation Agencies. 
(PCA) On the base of introducing relevant definitions, this paper emphasizes to 
introduce and analyze the three main models of personal credit information 
institution in the world nowadays, which are public credit information model, 
private credit information model, and both public and private credit information 
model. The three models cut both ways. Every model has its special national 
situation and historical reason. 
The second chapter concludes the operational practice and the current 
legislation of personal credit information institution in China, and points out the 
problems existed under the legal system of personal credit information institution in 
China. The largest problems of personal credit information institution in our country 
are the ambiguity of the nature of personal credit information institution, the 
apparent phenomenon of marketing operation of PCIA and the strong administrated 
promotion of PCA. Besides, the PCIA is too powerful to restraint the room for PCA, 
meanwhile because the strict entry requirement for PCA, the survival and 
development of PCA cannot be protected. This situation will cause the public and 
private model turned to be public model.  
The third chapter is focused on proposing to the legislation of personal credit 
information institution in our country. The main concern is how to define the PCIA 
and PCA, and how to restrict the power of PCIA while protect the survival and 
development of PCA in order to assure the good effect for the practice of public and 
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